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Abstract. In this paper we develop a range of practical cryptographic
protocols for secure decision tree learning, a primary problem in privacy preserving data mining. We focus on particular variants of the wellknown ID3 algorithm allowing a high level of security and performance at
the same time. Our approach is basically to design special-purpose secure
multiparty computations, hence privacy will be guaranteed as long as the
honest parties form a suﬃciently large quorum.
Our main ID3 protocol will ensure that the entire database of transactions remains secret except for the information leaked from the decision
tree output by the protocol. We instantiate the underlying ID3 algorithm
such that the performance of the protocol is enhanced considerably, while
at the same time limiting the information leakage from the decision tree.
Concretely, we apply a threshold for the number of transactions below
which the decision tree will consist of a single leaf—limiting information
leakage. We base the choice of the “best” predicting attribute for the
root of a decision tree on the Gini index rather than the well-known
information gain based on Shannon entropy, and we develop a particularly eﬃcient protocol for securely ﬁnding the attribute of highest Gini
index. Moreover, we present advanced secure ID3 protocols, which generate the decision tree as a secret output, and which allow secure lookup
of predictions (even hiding the transaction for which the prediction is
made). In all cases, the resulting decision trees are of the same quality
as commonly obtained for the ID3 algorithm.
We have implemented our protocols in Python using VIFF, where
the underlying protocols are based on Shamir secret sharing. Due to a
judicious use of secret indexing and masking techniques, we are able to
code the protocols in a recursive manner without any loss of eﬃciency. To
demonstrate practical feasibility we apply the secure ID3 protocols to an
automated health care system of a real-life rehabilitation organization.
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Introduction

Data mining is an evolving ﬁeld that attempts to extract sensible information
from large databases without the need of a priori hypotheses. The goal of the
design of these data mining algorithms is to be simple and eﬃcient, while providing sensible outputs (such as reliable predictions). Applications include improving services to the (predicted) needs of customers, and automatization of services
as we will show below. In health care, for example, automation is of signiﬁcant importance, since the cost of health care is increasing due to demographic
changes and longer life expectancies.
As a motivational example, we consider the following system from [AJH10]
that describes a fully automated system, that assists rehabilitation patients.
Rehabilitation patients should maintain a certain activity level for a smooth
rehabilitation process. A patient is required to carry a small device that measures
his activity. The device connects to a smartphone which provides the patient
with feedback helping him to maintain his target activity level. The goal is to
provide advice in such a way that the patient will follow it. Using data mining
techniques the device is able to learn to which (type of) messages the patient
is most compliant. In order to overcome the issue of cold start, data mining is
applied to patient data of other patients so that the application can be setup in
such a way that it provides on average messages to which new patients are likely
to comply. More speciﬁcally, a decision tree is extracted from old patient data
that predicts patients compliance to certain messages in certain circumstances.
Although decision trees may not reveal individual data records, algorithms
constructing decision trees require as inputs individual data records. But this
leads to privacy issues since patient data is by its nature conﬁdential. Privacy
preserving data mining oﬀers a solution. Its goal is to enable data mining on
large databases without having access to (some of) the contents. Much research
has been done in the ﬁeld of privacy preserving data mining since the works of
Agrawal & Srikant [AS00] and Lindell & Pinkas [LP00]. The solutions can be
classiﬁed as follows, each having its own advantages and disadvantages [MGA12]:
Anonymization based, Pertubation based, Randomized Response based, Condensation Approach based, and Cryptography based.
Our cryptography based solution will focus on the generation of decision
trees using ID3. The cryptography based solutions provide provable security in
the framework of multiparty computation, but comes at the cost of time consuming protocols. There are many solutions in the literature that apply multiparty
computation techniques to securely evaluate ID3, such as [LP00,VCKP08,DZ02,
XHLS05,SM08,WXSY06,MD08]. All of them require that the database is partitioned in some special way among the computing parties.
In this paper we provide a cryptographic solution for extracting decision trees
using ID3 where the database is not partitioned over the parties. In fact, no party
is required to have any knowledge of a single entry of the database. We assume
that there are n ≥ 3 parties that wish to evaluate ID3 on a database while having
no access to its individual records. Together, they will learn the desired decision
tree and nothing more than what can be learned from the tree. We assume that
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the servers are semi-honest and no more than n/2 servers will collude trying to
learn additional information.
In contrast to existing secure solutions we assume that no party has knowledge of any record of the database. Nevertheless, the resulting protocols perform
well due to the minimal overhead imposed by our approach. In addition, our protocols are designed such that the implementation in VIFF is similar to a straightforward implementation of the original (unsecured) ID3 algorithm. Finally, we
show that our protocols are applicable in practice by providing the running
times of the protocols on the database used in the rehabilitation application of
[AJH10].
1.1

Related Work

Privacy preserving data mining using secure multiparty computation for solving real-life problems is ﬁrst demonstrated in [BTW12], where a secure data
aggregation system was built for jointly collecting and analyzing ﬁnancial data
from a number of Estonian ICT companies. The application was deployed in the
beginning of 2011 and is still in continuous use. However, their data analysis is
limited to basic data mining operations, such as sorting and ﬁltering.
Many results on secure decision tree learning using multiparty computation,
however, can be found in the literature. We will brieﬂy describe some of them
below.
The ﬁrst results on secure generation of decision trees using multiparty computation is from Lindell and Pinkas in 2000. In [LP00] they provide protocols
for secure ID3, where the database is horizontally partitioned over two parties.
They show how to eﬃciently compute the entropy based information gain by
providing two party protocols for computing x log x. Their protocols are based
on garbled circuits [Yao86].
Protocols for securely evaluating ID3 over horizontally partitioned data over
more than two parties are given in [XHLS05,SM08]. The former provide multiparty protocols computing the entropy based information gain based using
threshold homomorphic encryption and the latter applies similar protocols to
compute the information gain using the Gini index instead. In the same fashion
[MD08] provides protocols for both vertically and horizontally partitioned data
using the Gini index, but with a trusted server to provide the parties with shares
instead of using homomorphic encryption.
In [DZ02] protocols for secure ID3 over vertically partitioned data over two
parties are described and in [WXSY06] protocols over vertically partitioned data
over more than two parties are described. Both solutions assume that all parties
have the class attribute and show how to gain eﬃciency by disclosing additional
information on the database. These issues have been addressed by [VCKP08],
where a secure set of protocols for vertically partitioned data over more than
two parties is discussed without disclosing any additional information and where
not all parties have the class attribute.
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Algorithm 2.1. ID3(T, R)
1: i∗ = arg maxi |T ∩ S0,i |
2: if R = ∅ or |T | ≤ |T | or |T ∩ S0,i∗ | = |T | then
3:
return ci∗ 
4: else
5:
k∗ = arg maxk f (T, Ak )
6:
return Ak∗ , {ID3(T ∩ Sk∗ ,j , R \ {Ak∗ })}j 

2

The ID3 Algorithm

Decision tree learning is a basic concept in data mining. A popular algorithm
is the Iterative Dichotomizer 3 (ID3) from [Qui86] that extracts a decision tree
from a dataset viewed as a table from a structured database. Each row is called a
transaction and each column corresponds to an attribute. One of the attributes
is the target attribute or class attribute, which one wants to predict for new
transactions given values for the other attributes. For example, in the teletreatment scenario, the attributes include the gender and age of a patient as well as
speciﬁc attributes such as the advice given to the patient (e.g., “go for a walk
right now”) and the weather conditions; the class attribute indicates whether or
not the patient is compliant with the advice given.
We will use the following notation. Consider database T with attributes
A = {Ak }. Let C = A0 denote the class attribute. For each Ak ∈ A, let {akj }
be the set of possible values for attribute Ak and let {ci } = {a0i } be the set of
possible values for the class attribute C. For any t ∈ T , we denote by t(Ak ) the
value of attribute Ak in transaction t. Let Sk,j = {t ∈ T : t(Ak ) = akj } denote
the set of transactions in T for which attribute Ak has the value akj . Note that
{Sk,j }j forms a partition of T , which we will call the partition of T according
to Ak .
The overall approach of ID3 is to recursively choose the attribute that best
classiﬁes the transactions and partition the database according to the values
of that attribute, see Algorithm 2.1. ID3 takes as input a set of transactions
T ⊆ T together with a set of non-class attributes R ⊆ A \ {C} over which the
decision tree is built. First the algorithm checks whether some stopping criterion
is satisﬁed. There are many common stopping criteria [RM05], each having its
own merits. We use the following three stopping criteria. Firstly, if no further
partition is possible, i.e., if R = ∅. Secondly, if the class attribute takes on only
one value, i.e., if |T ∩ S0,i | = |T | for some i. And, ﬁnally, if the number of
transactions in a partition is relatively small, i.e., if |T |/|T | ≤ , for some small
. In all cases when a stopping criterion is satisﬁed, ID3 returns a leaf node
containing the value for C that occurs most frequently in the transactions in T .
If none of the stopping criteria is satisﬁed, ID3 continues by choosing some
attribute Ak∗ ∈ R and returning a tree with root Ak∗ and a subtree generated recursively as ID3(T ∩ Sk∗ ,j , R \ {Ak∗ }) for all possible values {ak∗ j } for
attribute Ak∗ . The main task is to determine which attribute Ak ∈ R classiﬁes the transactions in T best. This relies on a measure for goodness of split.
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In practice, the goodness of split is represented by some function f for which
the value {f (T, Ak )} is maximal if Ak classiﬁes the transactions in T best. We
will discuss two common choices for f in the next section.
2.1

Two Common Splitting Rules

We will use two common splitting rules for generating decision trees, based on
entropy and based on the Gini index, respectively. See, e.g., [Bre96].
The goodness of split based on entropy was originally used in the ID3 algorithm [Qui86]. The amount of information needed to identify the class of a transaction in a set T ⊆ T is given by the entropy:
H(T ) = −

 |T ∩ S0,i |
|T ∩ S0,i |
log
.
|T
|
|T |
i

Similarly, the amount of information needed to determine the class of a transaction in a set T given attribute Ak is given by the conditional entropy:
H(T |Ak ) =

 |T ∩ Sk,j |
H(T ∩ Sk,j ).
|T |
j

ID3 is a greedy algorithm that recursively selects the attribute with maximal
information gain, which is deﬁned by
IG(Ak ) = H(T ) − H(T |Ak ).
The best split is deﬁned as the partition of T according to attribute Ak with the
highest information gain, or equivalently, with minimal H(T |Ak ).
Computing a logarithm securely is in general a complex task and requires
specialized protocols to be applicable in practice [LP00]. Instead of computing
a logarithm securely we choose to go a diﬀerent well known splitting measure
to avoid secure computation of logarithms. Our protocols will be based on the
Gini index, which is another common splitting measure that can be implemented
using simple arithmetic only.
The Gini index measures the probability of incorrectly classifying transactions in T if classiﬁcation is done randomly according to the distribution of the
class values in T [RS00], and is given by
G(T ) = 1 −

  |T ∩ S0,i | 2
.
|T |
i

Similarly, the estimated conditional probability of incorrectly classifying transactions in T given attribute Ak is given by
G(T |Ak ) =

 |T ∩ Sk,j |
G(T ∩ Sk,j ).
|T |
j

One can show that 0 ≤ G(T |Ak ) ≤ G(T ), such that
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GG(Ak ) = G(T ) − G(T |Ak )
deﬁnes the reduction of incorrect classiﬁcations in T given attribute Ak . Again,
the best split is deﬁned as the partition T according to attribute Ak with the
highest Gini gain, or equivalently, with minimal G(T |Ak ).

3

Secure Computation Framework

We develop our protocols in a generic framework for secure computation. For
simplicity, we assume that all secret values are signed integers ranging over
Zp = {−p/2 , . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , p/2 } for a suﬃciently large prime p. As a concrete instantiation of a secure computation framework we use the Virtually Ideal
Functionality Framework (VIFF), basically using Shamir secret sharing over Zp
to provide n-party computation secure against passive adversaries. Any secret
value in Zp is thus represented by n shares in Zp , each party holding one share.
We assume that we have eﬃcient integer arithmetic for secret values. As
usual, we take the cost of one multiplication x ∗ y as our basic unit of work. The
cost of one addition x + y or subtraction x − y is considered negligibly small
compared to the cost of one multiplication. Exact division (that is, x/y where x
is an integral multiple of y) costs about two multiplications.
Secure integer equality x = y and secure integer comparison x ≤ y are
also assumed to be available. Both of these operations yield a secret bit value,
with 0 representing false and 1 representing true, and are at least an order of
magnitude more expensive than secure multiplication. In our protocols, we also
use the operation arg max to securely ﬁnd a location of the maximum value in
a given list of N secret values, basically using N − 1 secure comparisons.
Furthermore, we will assume that secret subsets of a given ﬁnite (ordered)
set V are represented as secret bit vectors of length |V |. For simplicity, we will
identify a secret set A ⊆ V with the bit vector representing it. So, for instance, to
securely compute |A| it suﬃces to sum the entries of the bit vector representing
A, hence this operation is almost for free. Similarly, the disjoint union A
B is obtained securely by taking the entrywise sum A + B of the bit vectors
representing A and B, and the symmetric diﬀerence A \ B for B ⊆ A is obtained
by taking the entrywise diﬀerence A − B. Moreover, we see that the intersection
A ∩ B is obtained securely by taking the entrywise product A  B of the bit
vectors representing A and B (at the cost of |V | secure multiplications). Finally,
we note that frequently we need to compute only the size of the intersection
|A ∩ B|, for which it suﬃces to take the dot product A · B.
We assume that the dot product can be computed securely at the cost of
one or at most a few secure multiplications, independent of the length of the
vectors (see, e.g., [CdH10], using similar ideas as in [CDI05]). More precisely,
the communication cost of a secure dot product is independent of the length of
the vectors (whereas the computational cost is still linear in the length of the
vectors). The communication cost is the dominating cost factor in a framework
such as VIFF. By using dot products judiciously we are able to reduce the total
cost of our protocols considerably.
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Protocol 4.1. SID3(T, R)
foreach i do
si = T · S0,i
i∗ = arg maxi si
if R = ∅ or (|T | ≤ |T | or si∗ = |T |) then
return ci∗ 
else
foreach i do
Ui = T  S0,i
foreach k s.t. Ak ∈ R do
foreach j do
foreach i do
xij =Ui · Sk,j
yj =α i xij + 1
Dk = j yj
 k = Dk  ( x2ij )/yj ÷ Dk
15:
G
j
i
k
16:
k∗ = arg maxk G
17:
return Ak∗ , {SID3(T  Sk∗ ,j , R \ {Ak∗ })}j 

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

4

Secure ID3 Protocol

We present a secure multiparty protocol based on the recursive ID3 algorithm
presented in Sect. 2. The goal is to completely hide the contents of the transactional database except for the information leaked from the decision tree output
by the protocol.
Our recursive SID3 protocol is described below, see Protocol 4.1. Given a
database containing a set of transactions T with attributes in A, a decision tree
is obtained by the call SID3(T , A \ {C}), where C = A0 is the class attribute.
In general, the recursive protocol SID3(T, R) takes sets T ⊆ T and R ⊆ A \ {C}
as inputs. The decision tree output by the protocol is public, and therefore set
R is not secret either. Set T on the other hand is a secret input, represented as
a secret bit vector of length |T |.
We will now give a step-by-step description of the SID3 protocol, assuming
that the sets Sk,j of transactions for which attribute Ak has value akj are given
as secret bit vectors, all of length |T |.
In lines 1–3 we determine the most frequently occurring class value ci∗ . First,
si is computed as the number of transactions in T with class value ci by taking
the dot product of the bit vectors representing T and S0,i , respectively. Subsequently, a class value ci∗ such that si∗ is maximal is determined. The value of
i∗ is public, but no further information on the secret values si is leaked.
Lines 4–5 cover the cases in which the decision tree consists of a single node
containing value ci∗ . Whether R = ∅ holds can be evaluated quickly as R is not
secret. If R = ∅ (which is usually the case) the test ‘|T | ≤ |T | or si∗ = |T |’
is evaluated securely as follows. Input T is given as a secret bit vector, hence
by summing its entries |T | is obtained as a secret value. The value si∗ is secret
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as well. Subsequently, using a secure comparison, a secure equality test, and a
secure or, only the value of the test is revealed. This means, in particular, that if
the test evaluates to true, it remains hidden whether |T | ≤ |T | holds, whether
si∗ = |T | holds, or whether both conditions hold.
The remaining lines cover the case of a composite decision tree. Lines 7–15
 k which are used to determine an
cover the computation of the secret values G
attribute Ak∗ of highest Gini index in line 16. The resulting decision tree is
then computed in line 17, with Ak∗ as root value, and with a decision tree for
transaction set T ∩ Sk∗ ,j as jth subtree.
 k are used to approximate the quantities Gk suﬃciently
The quantities G
close, where

2

i |T ∩ S0,i ∩ Sk,j |
.
Gk =
|T ∩ Sk,j |
j s.t. |T ∩Sk,j |=0

It can be seen easily that ﬁnding an attribute of highest Gini index corresponds
to maximizing Gk over Ak ∈ R. However, secure computation of Gk requires
that the indices j for which |T ∩ Sk,j | = 0 are not revealed. To this end, we
will replace the nonnegative values |T ∩ Sk,j | by positive values yj such that the
 k is suﬃciently similar to Gk , where
resulting quantity G

 i x2ij
k =
G
.
yj
j
Here, entries xij = |T ∩ S0,i ∩ Sk,j | form a so-called contingency table, and
we set yj = α|T ∩ Sk,j | + 1 for some suﬃciently large integer constant α ≥ 1.
In our experiments in Sect. 6 it turns out that α = 8 suﬃces, as compared to
the results for the alternative of setting yj = |T ∩ Sk,j | if |T ∩ Sk,j | > 0 and
 k = Gk . We prefer to use
yj = 1 otherwise—in which case we have in fact G
yj = α|T ∩ Sk,j | + 1 as secure evaluation of the alternative for yj requires a
secure equality test, which has a big impact on the performance; a disadvantage
of this choice is that we need to increase the size of the ﬁeld Zp , as can be seen
from the bit lengths used in Table 1.
For each attribute Ak ∈ R, the secret values xij and yj are computed eﬃciently as follows. First, the bit vectors Ui representing the intersections T ∩ S0,i
are computed as entrywise products of the bit vectors representing T and S0,i .
Then each xij is obtained as the dot product
 of the bit vector Ui and the bit
vector representing Sk,j , and we set yj = α i xij + 1.
Finally, to avoid secure arithmetic over rational numbers, we take the comk :
mon denominator of all terms in the sum G
 2 
xij
yl
j i
l=j


Gk =
.
yl
l

 k are integers, and we can
This way, both the numerator and denominator of G

maximize Gk using integer arithmetic only, as x ÷ y ≤ x ÷ y  is equivalent to
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xy  ≤ x y for y, y  > 0. The test xy  ≤ x y is further optimized by actually
evaluating (x, y) · (y  , −x ) ≤ 0, hence using
 2a single dot product instead of two
multiplications. Of course, the terms
i xij are also each computed using a
single dot product.
In the actual code used in the experiments of Sect.
6 we have applied some
further optimizations throughout. For instance, since i Ui = T , one can save
one entrywise product in lines 7–8, which speeds up this part by a factor of
two in case the class attribute takes on two values only. Similarly, one entrywise
product can be saved in line 17.

5

Secure ID3 in Other Settings

We show how minor changes to SID3 allow eﬃcient generation of secret decision trees. In addition, we show that if the database is horizontally partitioned
between the parties, then minor changes to SID3 allow generation of a public
decision tree with communication complexity that is independent of the number
of transactions in the database.
5.1

Secret Output and Secret Prediction

There are some serious restrictions when hiding the resulting decision tree.
Firstly, when any third party is allowed to ask for decisions from the secret
tree, it may be able to reconstruct or build an equivalent tree by querying the
tree often enough. A strategy could be, for example, to generate its own database
by querying the secret tree, and apply ID3 to the generated database.
Secondly, not revealing any information about the decision tree requires hiding the shape of the tree. This would lead to a tree of worst case size, which is
exponential. Indeed, a database with m attributes each taking possibly  values
has at most m leaves. Moreover, in this case it is useless to apply ID3: one
could simply compute the best class for all possible m paths. The resulting tree
is of maximum size as required and can be computed much more eﬃciently by
just partitioning the database into all possible paths along the attribute values.
More precisely, one would run SID3S(T, m, ⊥), where ⊥ indicates that there is
nothing to output when the original database T is empty, see Protocol 5.1.
In line 4 of SID3S the index i∗ of the most frequent class value in T is computed similar to line 3 of SID3. However, i∗ should not be revealed. Therefore,
we use its secret unary representation, which is a vector containing zeros only,
except at position i∗ , where it contains a 1. Thus, to hide i∗ we apply a variant
of arg maxi that returns a length |{cj }| secret unary representation of the value
i∗ , say i∗ . Then ci∗ can be computed securely and without interaction by the
dot product (c1 , . . . , c|C| ) · i∗ , since {ci } is public. This is applied in lines 1–4 of
SID3S.
As a tradeoﬀ between security and eﬃciency one could choose to reveal some
information on the shape of the tree, e.g., the length of the paths. This avoids
exponential growth of the tree. In this case we need to take care of the following
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Protocol 5.1. SID3S(T, k, c)
1: if |T | = 0 then
2:
foreach i do
3:
si = T · S0,i
4:
i∗ = arg maxi si
5:
c = ci∗
6: if k = 0 then
7:
return c
8: else
9:
return Ak , {SID3S(T  Sk,j , k − 1, c)}j 

two things: Firstly, we cannot reveal the attribute representing the next best split
and leaf values as this would leak the entire decision tree. Secondly, we should
ensure that all attributes take the same number of values. Indeed, one could
learn information about the attribute label of each non-leaf node by observing
the number of children it has. The latter can be ensured simply by adding dummy
values to each attribute.
Thus, ID3 is applied as before, except for opening the values of the leaves
and opening the values of the next best split. Not opening the values of the next
best split leads to a bit more complicated partitioning of the tree. Fore example,
we need to prevent a selected attribute to be selected again in some subsequent
call to ID3. Protocol 5.2 computes the secret decision tree for T and reveals only
the depth of each path. We will discuss line by line the changes with respect to
SID3.
Firstly, as we observed in SID3S, the index i∗ of the most frequent class value
in T is computed similar to line 3 of SID3, but should not be revealed. So, in
lines 1–5 of SID3T we again apply the variant of arg maxi that returns a length
|{cj }| secret unary representation of the value i∗ , such that ci∗ can be computed
securely and without interaction using a dot product.
Secondly, instead of R ⊆ A being public it should be secret to avoid revealing
which attribute is selected in previous recursions. This will aﬀect lines 4, 16,
and 17 of SID3. We let R be represented by a secret bit vector, where its kth
entry is equal to [Ak ∈ R] with [true] = 1 and [false] = 0.
In line 4 of SID3 one checks whether R = ∅. However, since R is secret
it cannot be used to perform this check. To check whether R = ∅ without
communication, observe that R = ∅ if and only if the current path is maximal,
or, equivalently, when the recursive call to ID3 is in depth |A| − 1. Therefore,
we use a public counter r that is initialized to |A| − 1 and decreases by one after
each recursive call to ID3. The condition R = ∅ is replaced by r = 0, see line 4
of SID3T.
Line 16 of SID3 computes and reveals the attribute with the best Gini
index among the available attributes given by R. To ensure selection among
the available attributes in the secret set R we proceed as follows. First we
 k for all k, and then we choose attribute Ak∗ obliviously such that
compute G

Gk∗ − [Ak ∈ R] is maximal, see line 16 of SID3T. This ensures selection of
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Protocol 5.2. SID3T(T, R, r)
foreach i do
si = T · S0,i
i∗ = arg maxi si
if r = 0 or (|T | ≤ |T | or si∗ = |T |) then
return ci∗ 
else
foreach i do
Ui = T  S0,i
foreach k do
foreach j do
foreach i do
xij =Ui · Sk,j
yj =α i xij + 1
Dk = j yj
 k = Dk  ( x2ij )/yj ÷ Dk
15:
G
j
i
 k − [Ak ∈ R]
16:
k∗ = arg maxk G
17:
return Ak∗ , {SID3T(T  Sk∗ ,j , R \ {Ak∗ }, r − 1)}j 
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

 k that has not been selected already. Indeed, if
an attribute with maximal G
attribute Ak has already been selected then its value in all transactions con k = 0 and
sidered by successive recursive calls to ID3 is constant, so that G


Gk − [Ak ∈ R] = −1 < 0 ≤ Gv − [Av ∈ R] for any available attribute Av .
Since Ak∗ should remain secret, in line 16 we apply again the variant of
arg maxi that returns a length |A − 1| secret unary representation of the value
k ∗ , say k∗ . We let Ak∗ be represented by the secret unary representation of its
index k ∗ . To update T by T  Sk∗ ,j , in line 17, we ﬁrst need to compute Sk∗ ,j ,
which is done using the following dot product

Sk∗ ,j = S1,j , S2,j , . . . , S|A|−1,j · k∗ ,
which is interactive, since both Si,j and k∗ are secret.
Finally, in line 17 of SID3T the secret representation of R is updated. This
is done without interaction by the entrywise subtraction by the secret unary
representation of k ∗ . Indeed, R \ {Ak∗ } is equivalent to setting the bit [Ak∗ ∈ R]
to zero. Let k∗ be the secret unary representation of k ∗ then the entrywise
subtraction of the secret representation of R by k∗ will only aﬀect the k ∗ th
entry of the secret bit vector for R, where it becomes [Ak∗ ∈ R] − 1. Since Ak∗
is selected it was available so that [Ak∗ ∈ R] = 1, and subtraction by one will
result in [Ak∗ ∈ R] = 0 as required in the next recursive call.
With respect to complexity, selecting the next best attribute requires |A| − 2
secure comparisons in each recursive call as opposed to only |R| − 1 secure comparisons in SID3. Computing Sk∗ ,j requires |T | secure dot products in addition
to the |T | multiplications for computing T  Sk∗ ,j .
Secure class prediction using the secret decision tree that is output by Protocol 5.2 is given by Protocol 5.3. It has input the secret decision tree B and
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Protocol 5.3. Class(t, B)
1: if B = c then
2:
return c
3: else
4:
m = t · B
1
5:
return
j mj · Class(t, B2,j )

a secret transaction t. The transaction t has |A − 1| entries, where each entry
is a length  unary representation of the corresponding attribute value. So, for
example, the jth value of the kth entry of t is equal to 1 if t(Ak ) = akj and it is
equal to 0 otherwise. By construction of Protocol 5.2 the output B = c if B is a
single leaf node and B = B1 , B2  = Ak , (B2,1 , . . . , B2, ) otherwise, where B2,j
is the resulting tree of SID3T(Sk,j , R \ Ak , |A| − 2) and, therefore, has the same
structure as B. Recall that Ak is secret and represented by the length |A| − 1
secret unary representation of it index k.
Observe that if B = c, then t·B1 is the unary representation of t(B1 ), which
is the attribute value in t corresponding to the root of B.
Hence, if B = c, then
t is assigned class c, else t is assigned the class given by j (t · B1 )j Class(t, B2,j ).
5.2

Horizontally Partitioned Database

If the database T is horizontally partitioned and if the resulting tree is made
public, then there is no need to securely split the database by computing a
mask. Given a set of transactions, each party can locally compute any partition
of T according to some attribute. Hence, the communication complexity will be
independent of |T |, which is a signiﬁcant improvement in practice where |T | is
relatively large compared to |A|. Checking the stopping criteria and computing
the Gini index, however, requires knowledge of the entire database and requires
interaction.
Let {Tz } be the partition of T such that each Pz owns Tz . Observe that
{Sz:k,j }, where Sz:k,j = {t ∈ Tz : t(Ak ) = akj }, is a partition of Sk,j where
each block Sz:k,j can be computed by party Pz locally. Furthermore, if {Tz } is
a horizontal partition of some T ⊆ T , then {Tz ∩ Sz:k,j } forms a partition of
T ∩ Sk,j . To jointly compute |T ∩ Sk,j |, each party Pz computes ﬁrst |Tz ∩ Sz:k,j |
and shares the result 
with all other parties. Then all parties locally compute
shares of |T ∩ Sk,j | = z |Tz ∩ Sz:k,j | by summing the received shares. This has
an impact on lines 2 and 12 in SID3.
Protocol 5.4 shows how to securely compute the decision tree for a horizontally partitioned T . With id we denote the identity of the party running the
protocol.
With respect to eﬃciency, computing the entries of the contingency table
xij requires each party to share their local contingency table. With respect to
communication, this is equivalent to performing |A−1||{cj }| dot products, which
is the same as for the computation of the contingency table in ID3. However,
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Protocol 5.4. SID3P(T, R)
foreach i do
sid:i = Share(Tz · Sz:0,i )
foreach Pz = Pid do
Receive(s
z:i )

si = z sz:i
i∗ = arg maxi si
if R = ∅ or (|T | ≤ |T | or si∗ = |T |) then
return ci∗ 
else
foreach i do
Uid:i = Tz  Sid:0,i
foreach k s.t. Ak ∈ R do
foreach j do
foreach i do
xid:ij = Share(Uid:i · Sid:k,j )
foreach Pz = Pid do
Receive(x
z:ij )

xij = z xz:ij
yj =α i xij + 1
Dk = j yj
 k = Dk  ( x2ij )/yj ÷ Dk
21:
G
j
i
k
22:
k∗ = arg maxk G
23:
return Ak∗ , {SID3P(T  Sk∗ ,j , R \ {Ak })}j 

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

splitting the database requires no interaction anymore. This saves O(|T |) secure
multiplications. In fact, the communication complexity of the resulting protocol
is independent of |T |.

6

Performance Results

To analyze the performance of our protocols in a practical setting, we have built
applications using the Virtual Ideal Functionality Framework (VIFF). VIFF is
a general software framework for doing secure multiparty computation [Gei10],
which provides researchers and programmers with the basic building blocks (or
sub-protocols) as APIs to allow rapid prototyping of new protocols and building
practical applications. For improved eﬃciency, we use the ‘boost’ extension to
VIFF, which greatly improves the performance of VIFF applications [Kel10]. The
comparison protocols applied are the probabilistic equality test from [NO07] and
the integer comparison from [EFG+09].
We have run the protocols for three players on diﬀerent network ports on a
64-bit Windows 7 PC, with Intel Core i5-3470 CPU @3.20 GHz (2 cores, 4 hyperthreads), 16 GB memory. Even on such a moderately fast PC and even though
the performance overhead of VIFF is intrinsically large, the absolute timings
range from a few seconds to a few minutes only, showing the practical feasibility
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Table 1. Performance results
Data

Size Measure Bit length SID3 SID3T SID3P
k
267 G
41
27 s
43 s
24 s
Gk
32
57 s
88 s
54 s
k
Scale
625 G
76
9s
17 s
7s
Gk
49
11 s
17 s
8s
k
Car
1728 G
95
18 s
29 s
10 s
Gk
74
20 s
33 s
12 s

KRKPA7 3196 Gk
69
46 s 104 s
26 s
Gk
57
73 s 142 s
50 s
k
[AJH10] 2196 G
78
68 s 185 s
40 s
SPECT

Gk

63

96 s

255 s

69 s

of our approach. A marked advantage of VIFF speciﬁcally for implementing
secure ID3 protocols is the fact that scheduling is done dynamically at runtime,
depending on the shape of the decision tree as it develops!
We have tested the performance of our ID3 protocols with the benchmarking
data set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [FA10] and with the data
set from [AJH10]. Table 1 shows the performance results of our protocols. The
threshold for early stopping is set to  = 5 % of the size of the original data set
 k is set to α = 8, which is suﬃciently large
T . The parameter for computing G
to ensure that the protocols return basically the same decision trees as obtained
using Gk (the decision trees are identical for all data sets, except for SPECT,
where some minor diﬀerences are visible).
Note that the required size modulus p of the prime ﬁeld is aﬀected by α.
Indeed, the size of each xij is increased by log2 (α) so that the size yj (Line 13
of SID3) is increased by at most  log2 (α) bits, where  denotes the maximum
number of values an attribute from A takes. This in turn aﬀects the communication complexity of the integer comparisons which are proportional to the
given bit length of the inputs. The bit length b in Table 1 denotes the number
of bits required to simulate integer arithmetic over Zp . In our experiments, the
statistical security parameter is set to 30 bits. As a consequence the prime p is
chosen such that log2 p ≈ b + 31.
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